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Maritime Declaration of Health
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(To be rendered by the masters of ships arriving from ports outside
the co.rntry)
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Have you disembark any animals or debris of same or sink? State the quantity, Their origin and condition
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And where they come from
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List of ports of call fiom commencement of voyage and dates of departure
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l.Has there been on board dwing the voyage any case of plague. Cholera. Yellow Fever or Small pox? Give
particulars in schedule.
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2.IIas plague occurred or besn suspected among the rats or mice on board during the voyage, or has there been
an abnonnal mortality among them?
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3.Has any person died during the voyage otherwise than as aresult ofaccidenf?
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4.Is there on board or has there been during the voyage any case ofdisease which you suspect to be ofan
infections nature? Give particulan in schedule.
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5.Is there any sick person on board now, Give particulars in schedule.
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!@1@, In the absence of a surgeon, the Master should regard the following symptoms as ground for
suspecting the existence ofdisease ofany infectious nature: fever accompanied by prosfiation or persisting for
several days or attended with glandular swelling or any acute skin rash or eruption with or without fever,
severe diarrhea with slmptoms of collapse, Jaundice accompanied by fever.
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6.Are you aware of any of other condition on board which may lead to infection or the spread of disease?
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I heroby declare that the particulars
and answers to the questions given in this Declaration of Health (including
the schedule) are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
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